
Chitralekha: Brief Profile  

 

Chitralekha is an anthropologist and sociologist with Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), Delhi. She is 
currently on leave at the Institute of Advanced Studies, Princeton (as Member 2017-18, and Visitor 
2018-19), where she is working on her second book, an ethnographic exploration of the reflexivities that 
constitute political radicalism in Indian Kashmir.   

This project, based on several extended periods of ethnography between 2011-2017 in its most 
politically sensitive districts (mostly in South Kashmir), examines the historical, material, and discursive 
discontents of an altered `militancy’. Based primarily on self-accounts of young students, it describes 
lived histories of militarization, surveillance, and closure; and also, remembered encounters and 
relationships with the uneven, unequal, but nonetheless pervasive flows and fissures of a troubled 
modernity. Traversing through several sites of everyday life, its secular and religious practices, as well as 
through discursive forums both physical and virtual, the book is an articulation of, and anthropological 
engagement with rage and despair, but also the stubborn unpredictability of human agency in (or 
despite) dehumanizing conditions of punitive containment in one’s own homeland. It draws attention 
particularly to the untold ways in which contemporary discourses in (and erasures of) digital spaces 
negotiate with self and politics, conjuring reflexive trajectories of not just speech and self, but also, in 
relation, historical modes of political resistance in local spaces.    

Chitralekha has conducted years of ethnography in the past with armed cadre in India’s long running 
Maoist insurgency, as well as with perpetrators in the 2002 pogrom against Muslims in Gujarat. This 
work, based on her doctoral thesis, was an attempt to describe and contextualize lived, existential 
ideologies of foot soldiers of violence in both contexts, as opposed to formalized, literate ideologies of 
left radicalism or Hindutva. It was published as a monograph in 2012 [Ordinary People, Extraordinary 
Violence: Naxalites and Hindu Extremists in India, London, New York and Delhi: Routledge; South Asia 
Edition 2018]. She has since discussed significant theoretical, methodological and ethical questions 
relating to her ethnography in various peer-reviewed journals including Journal of the Royal 
Anthropological Institute, Contributions to Indian Sociology, Economic and Political Weekly, as well as in 
several chapters in edited volumes.  She hopes in the years ahead to consolidate her work in progress on 
the increasingly urgent question of rising violence against certain (discursively constituted) ethnic others 
in India; with attention particularly to the marginalization of critique not just by resurgent right-wing 
governments, but now by it’s mostly willing polity.   

 


